
2nd, ‘Centre for London’ Seminar at Allies and Morrison. 
  
Continuing the theme of the last event, the Environmentally Sustainable Thames; 
the River as a Transport Corridor. 18.11.11. 
 
This seminar was more a laying down of need and definition for the proposed long view that is considered 
necessary for the future of the city’s continued sustainable growth and the need to allow the population to 
have a river based transport facility that can be popular and more dynamic than it is at present. 
 
The majority of those present were there to support that concept and it is one not passed freely to those who 
are not privy to the London scene. For this reason I am pleased to have attended, it is not the only reason 
either. 
 
The initial thoughts of the fist speaker, Peter Bishop of Allies and Morrison Urban Practitioners, were 
introduced with the thought that the vision should be for the next hundred years but he would limit himself 
to fifty. The Dutch being far braver, he lamented, and are looking forewords two hundred of development 
growth. One supposes that the Dutch are more willing to plan but not expect to implement, allowing 
flexibility to rescue them. The UK is more inclined to urgent need solution development and design rather 
than the conceptual consideration of time line design that may be allowed to morph over many years from 
the original realisation of need to its construction. 
 
This may also raise a question of eventual need as over a time span of two centuries the basic tenants of life 
can change out of all recognition. As can the structures of human life. The 20th century moved the basic 
needs from exploration of Africa to the moon and transport moved from horse drawn to nuclear powered. 
More advances in technology and social change than the last thousand years before it. The scientific facts 
of the future may be more radical than the fictional visions suggested today. 
 
His was a good, short and light introduction to the meeting, with enough to make one consider a lot of 
research. 
 
The second contribution was from Nathalie Cohen of the Thames Discovery Program; a group with-in the 
Museum of London. Her premise was that before forward development could succeed the past needed to be 
visited and understood. Here here! The other really memorable statement and admission was that when 
archaeologists did not understand the purpose of a site it was put down as of ritual or other such 
designation. This explains a lot regarding many archaeological site reports. 
 
The presentation showed images of recycled craft that had ended their days as revetment, as has been found 
near Newark on the River Trent. The site of a wharf or quay that might have had ritual or commercial 
purpose demonstrated both commerce and the lack of knowledge that has yet to be developed. The site of a 
grid iron for beaching and repairing craft was show as a site down river from the Pool. All useful as it 
outlines that the shore was not just a beach. She also pointed out that there was a need to keep and develop 
shore access. 
 
The third contributor was James Trimmer, the Port of London’s traffic development man. He has vision, I 
remember the PoLA 20 years past where the organisation appeared to be barely breathing. His style was 
more to the point, and could bring about some economic betterment for the river. Oddly he attended the 
same Parliamentary All Party Minerals Group visit to Glensander in Scotland as I about 10 years ago. 
 
The realisation that a better used river is likely to require less human tampering with and management is 
agreed between us. The damage to ecosystems caused by dredging can be bad news for some species, 
especially those that may be trying to establish themselves in the river. 
 
His ethos was protective of the right to navigation; any change would require Act to be drawn up and taken 
through Parliament. A process as we know is time consuming, costly and unlikely to get made into law 
without the Port Authority’s rubber stamp on it. All sounds like the old Thames Conservators.  



We were reminded that the river brought large volumes of sugar cane products to Silver Town for refining 
and such an operation would likely shut down if this was impeded. Sainsbury ‘warehoused’ some of their 
stock for their outlets by delivering to quayside hubs along the river for more local vehicle distribution. 
[This amuses me as this was discussed by the Trust and PoLA 20 years ago and we had been told it could 
never work.] 
 
The PoLA was about to use its powers of compulsory purchase to facilitate a new ‘virtual quarry’ facility 
on the river to allow Aggregate Industries (Foster Yeoman) to continue the importation of aggregates into 
the developing heart of the city by sea going transports. A link to the Glensander quarrying project in 
Scotland is maintained: who ever sees the quarry will support its ethos of regional stock holding. 
 

  
Glensander, Scotland. 

                                                                                                     
                                                                                                    Canary Wharf, London. 
                                                                                                              
The last speaker, Cynthia Grant, I believe from Allies and Morrison, put forward some trenchant views 
regarding Transport for London; their miss management of the public river bus system and the muddle of 
public and private   landing stages. Remarkably the Westminster Pier is a private concern, only for pleasure 
craft operation. It makes nonsense of river borne public transport if an MP cannot travel from the back door 
of the Commons to where ever. 
 
Ms Grant pointed out the poor and dowdy picking up and setting down piers along many parts of the river; 
she did hail the good design, which appears to be found in few locations. The inadequate signage and 
access to the river system were also excellently broached. It would be wonderful to be able to take a water 
taxi from Greenwich to Hampton Court one day. A gondola crossing of the river would be fun. The aerial 
ski lift or what ever it is will be ready for the Olympic Games, it appears to be a frothy conception or 
conceit; after the games  are over it would be good though if it successfully functioned to pay its way. 
 
The seminar was stimulating, it felt that I was the only non London based person present (true) with every 
one else appearing to know and agree, in the main part with one another; the devil will be in the detail. 
 
Harvey Wood. 
Clean Rivers Trust. 
November 2011. 


